Lesson Plan Template: Create Your Own

By: ______________________
Grade level(s): ______________________

I. Outcomes: Describe objectives, e.g. “Students tell stories about their own objects with description and personal meaning”
   
   a. Indicators: e.g. “Prompts for describing own object with detail.”
      Prompts: ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________

   b. Indicators: e.g. “Prompts for supporting story and developing meaning.”
      i. Students tell about the relationship between own object and self: time, place, or people.
      Prompts: ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________

      ii. Students identify the meaning associated with the object.
      Prompts: ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________
      ______________________________________________________

II. Big Idea: Objects of all kinds carry personal and cultural stories across time and place.

III. Materials:

IV. Lesson – XX min
   
   1. Opener-

   2. Procedure

V. Closer – concluding points, reinforce big ideas and outcomes.

Include sample work if available.